Keeping score of antigraft T cells
Transplanted organs function well in their new home only if they are left alone by the host's immune system. Now, Codarri et al. (page 1533) have potentially found a way to monitor the health of the new replacements-they identify the T cells that harass grafts in transplant patients.
Unlike grafts that are rejected immediately, those that fail gradually are thought to be rejected in part by CD4 + T cells. But activated CD4
+ T cells are difficult to distinguish from the regulatory T (T reg) cells that suppress rejection, as both express CD4 and CD25. Only the T reg cells also express the transcription factor FOXP3, but their sparse numbers are difficult to follow in vivo.
FOXP3
+ cells express much less IL-7Rα than do other CD4 + T cells. So the team wondered whether IL-7Rα would be a convenient marker to follow activated T cells that enter the grafts.
They now find that CD4 + CD25 + cells expressing high levels of IL-7Rα are abundant in transplant patients. These cells infiltrated the grafts and were able to kill donor cells in vitro. Patients with delayed graft rejection had twice as many of these cells as did stable transplant recipients. Both groups had equal numbers of T reg cells, suggesting that graft rejection is caused by the increased numbers of activated T cells. The authors are now looking at patients to determine whether increases in IL-7Rα-expressing cells can be used to predict transplant rejection.
Neurons need miRNA to survive
Neurons missing their microRNA (miRNA) gradually deteriorate in structure and function, according to Schaefer et al. (page 1553) . These bits of RNA prolong neuronal longevity and may keep neurodegenerative diseases at bay.
miRNA-small pieces of RNA generated by the RNA-chopping enzyme called Dicerstrategically shut off genes to allow embryonic cells to differentiate. Because mice that lack Dicer die as embryos, the role of miRNA in vivo has been studied by deleting Dicer only in specific cell types. These studies showed that Dicer-and thus miRNA-is required for both cell differentiation and the survival of some cells. Neurons need miRNA for differentiation, but whether they also need them for survival later was unknown.
Schaefer et al. now find that inactivating Dicer in postmitotic neurons of adult mice eventually kills these cells. The neurons maintained some of their miRNA long after Dicer inactivation and looked and functioned normally. But the reduction in miRNA eventually took its toll. Neuronal signaling malfunctioned, and the cells died off. As cell death progressed, the mice developed symptoms reminiscent of those seen in humans with neurodegenerative disorders. Whether the human disorders are caused by changes in specific miRNA remains to be seen.
